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redeﬁning expectations.

send help!
respondents are bored

THE PROBLEM.
the respondent sits down in front
of you (pre-pandemic, of course),
and before you ask them a
question, they begin to spout the
full treatment pathway for breast
cancer, from diagnosis to
metastasis to palliative care.
Woo-hoo! Now you can relax,
thinking this is going to be an
easy interview. They know
exactly what you want.
but is that what you really need?
more importantly, who cares?
a few questions in, you realise
the respondent is speaking but
their eyes are glazed over. Like
they’re on market research
autopilot. your treatment
pathway is rapidly ﬁlling up with
content but when it comes to
understanding, you’re not seeing
the connections, the ‘ah-ha’
moments that justify a client’s
hefty budget.
the respondent is bored. if
you’re being honest, so are you.

A TOTAL
SNOOZE-FEST.

this boredom is a market research pandemic.
one that undermines the quality and the value
of the outputs and leads to what we absolutely
detest at boxee: blandness.
so how can we re-deﬁne research interviews
and stop them being so bloody boring, for
respondents, researchers AND clients?

the surprise-attention
hypothesis* shows us that
our attention is easily and
eﬃciently engaged by
unexpectedness.
when things are
monotonous, we fall asleep
mentally, and it’s surprise
that wakes us up.
makes us more alert.
research also shows
surprise can lead to longer
‘dwell times’ i.e. when
something is unexpected,
people think more about the
concept or idea, and give a
more thoughtful response.
the answer is simple:
surprise respondents.

TIME TO SURPRISE.
*https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/25682693/

let’s stop writing the same bland, boring format of
discussion guides. here’s an even bolder idea, maybe
have no discussion guide at all? let the conversation
ﬂow where it wants to go without deﬁning the answer
before you’ve written the question. innovative, i know.
and please start asking interesting questions. who
wants to answer the same question 1,000 times?
answer: no-one.
instead of asking: “what support do you need in
breast cancer?” ask respondents “what pisses you off
about managing breast cancer?”
60-minute interviews? do you truly need all that time?
can you surprise a respondent by getting straight to
the point and giving them 40 minutes of their life
back to spend time with their family or watch that
new netﬂix show everyone’s talking about?

THE SOLUTION.
we recently conducted
20-minute interviews for one of
our clients to understand the
pros and cons of their product.
Stripping back the faff, we
asked respondents one single
question: “Tell me why you don’t
prescribe Product X.” Some
argued they did. Some were
excited to tell us why they didn’t.
At the end, all respondents
asked us if there was any more
they could tell us: they wanted
to keep sharing. As a result, we
found different segments of
doctors that led to a full on
strategic segmentation to take
their brand to the next level.
we really enjoyed that project.
earlier in the blog you were
shown a seemingly random
image of a rabbit. what do you
remember about it?
a lot, I bet. surprise works.
so stop doing what you’ve
always done. Stop boring
respondents. Stop boring
yourselves, too.
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SAY NO
TO BLAND.
COME WORK
WITH US.

